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Spin-polarised electron beams find widespread use

2

Compact source of polarised electrons could spark innovation and progress in many fields

> Polarised electron beams extensively used for 
> Material science 
> Atomic, molecular physics 
> Nuclear physics 
> Particle physics 

> Polarised electron beams can generate polarised 
photon and positron beams 

> Longitudinal spin of main interest in high energy 
physics 

> Also: polarisation important for fusion!
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Conventional spin polarised electron sources
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Current work-horse methods in the field are limiting access to polarised beams 

Sokolov-Ternov effect (1) 
Electrons align spin opposite to B-field 

  
Used at storage rings 

Relaxation time ~hours 

Umag = �~µ · ~B
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Polarised photocathodes (2) 
Polarised atoms of the photocathode 

material 
Guns used at many facilities 

Limited peak current

(1) Sokolov and I. M. Ternov, Sov. Phys. J. 10, 39 (1967).
(2) Pierce et al, APL 26 670 (1975)
(3) Moffeit et al, SLAC-TN-05-045

Spin rotators (3) 
Rotate spin from longitudinal to 

transverse

http://mpa.desy.de
http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/BF00820300
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Alternative sources of spin polarised electron beams
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Many novel ideas developed over the last years

(1) Dellweg & Müller, PRL 118 070403 (2017)
(2) Batelaan et al, PRL 82 pp4216 (1999)
(3) Li et al, PRL 122 154801 (2019)
(4) Del Srobo et al, PRA 96 043407 (2017)

> Spin-filter (1)

> “Stern-Gerlach” beam splitter (2)

> Intense lasers interactions 
> Spin-dependent radiation reaction of relativistic electron 

beams (3) 

> Sokolov-Ternov in colliding laser fields (4)

> Plasma-based methods 
> Selective multi-photon ionisation (5) 
> Pre-polarised plasma sources (6-11)

(5) Nie et al, PRL 126 054801 (2021)
(6) Rakitzis et al, Science 300 1936 (2003)
(7) Wen et al, PRL 122 214801 (2019)
(8) Wu et al, PRE 100 043202, (2019)

(9) Wu et al, New J. Phys. 21 073052 (2019) 
(10) Fan et al, New J Phys. 22 083047 (2022) 
(11) Sun et al, PRL 132 045001 (2024) 

No experimental demonstrations yet!

http://mpa.desy.de
https://journals.aps.org/prl/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevLett.122.154801
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Spin dynamics in (L)PAs
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Very strong fields in laser-drivers and inside the bubble can lead to depolarisation

Spin  
precession

Sokolov-Ternov 
Effect

Stern-Gerlach  
force

http://mpa.desy.de
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Spin dynamics in (L)PAs
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Very strong fields in laser-drivers and inside the bubble can lead to depolarisation

ds

dt
= (⌦T +⌦a)⇥ s
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Thomas-Bargmann-Michel-Telegdi 
equation

Sokolov-Ternov: timescale ~us 
Stern-Gerlach << Lorentz

Wen et al, Phys Rev Lett 122, 214801 (2019)

Spin  
precession

http://mpa.desy.de
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Spin dynamics in (L)PAs
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Very strong fields in laser-drivers and inside the bubble can lead to depolarisation

ds

dt
= (⌦T +⌦a)⇥ s
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Thomas-Bargmann-Michel-Telegdi 
equation

Sokolov-Ternov: timescale ~us 
Stern-Gerlach << Lorentz

> High gamma -> little precession!
> Delicate during injection

> B x s term: azimuthal B-fields 
problematic 
> Stay close to axis

> Strong E fields lead to precession
> But all electrons together, so P 

stays high

Wen et al, Phys Rev Lett 122, 214801 (2019)

http://mpa.desy.de
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Selective ionisation with beam driver  
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Multi-photon ionisation allows extracting spin-polarised electrons from a gas

(5) Nie et al, PRL 126 054801 (2021)

260 nm, 30 fs, CP, I=2.5e13 W/cm2, w0=1.5 um

2.7 GeV, 3pC, 37nm in 11cm 
P=30.7%

http://mpa.desy.de
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Pre-polarised plasma sources enable polarised beams
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Laser-based generation of spin-aligned atoms through dissociation of halide molecules

Top view Top view
Dissociation 
laser

Alignment 
laser

Spiliotis et al, Light Sci. Appl. 10:35 (2021)

http://mpa.desy.de
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Injection of pre-polarised electrons is key
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Injection of pre-polarised electrons is key
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http://mpa.desy.de
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Density downramp injection
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Ramp lengths limit practicality, while injection physics limits maximum current

(7) Wen et al, PRL 122 214801 (2019) 
(8) Wu et al, PRE 100 043202, (2019)

 

Polarized Laser-WakeField-Accelerated Kiloampere Electron Beams

Meng Wen,* Matteo Tamburini,† and Christoph H. Keitel
Max-Planck-Institut für Kernphysik, Saupfercheckweg 1, 69117 Heidelberg, Germany

(Received 27 September 2018; published 29 May 2019)

High-flux polarized particle beams are of critical importance for the investigation of spin-dependent
processes, such as in searches of physics beyond the standard model, as well as for scrutinizing the structure
of solids and surfaces in material science. Here we demonstrate that kiloampere polarized electron beams
can be produced via laser-wakefield acceleration from a gas target. A simple theoretical model for
determining the electron beam polarization is presented and supported with self-consistent three-
dimensional particle-in-cell simulations that incorporate the spin dynamics. By appropriately choosing
the laser and gas parameters, we show that the depolarization of electrons induced by the laser-wakefield-
acceleration process can be as low as 10%. Compared to currently available sources of polarized electron
beams, the flux is increased by 4 orders of magnitude.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.122.214801

Polarized beams of electrons, photons, and positrons are
widely employed in materials science [1] as well as in
atomic, nuclear, and particle physics [2,3], because they
allow the investigation of both the spin dependence of
fundamental interactions and the violation of symmetries
such as parity [4]. In fact, precise measurements of spin-
dependent processes enable searches of physics beyond the
standard model that can compete with direct searches at
high-energy accelerators [5]. In addition to their intrinsic
interest, polarized electron beams can also be employed to
generate polarized beams of photons [6] and positrons [7]
which, in turn, can be employed to address long-standing
problems such as the matter-antimatter asymmetry in the
Universe.
Currently, polarized electron beams are mainly produced

in storage rings via radiative polarization due to the
Sokolov-Ternov effect [8] or by extracting polarized
electrons [9] directly from polarized atoms and polarized
photocathodes [10]. However, the maximal electric current
of polarized electron beams both from storage rings [11,12]
and from photocathodes [13–15] is limited to less than
10−1 A due to their operational voltages. Other methods
based on spin filters [16], Stern-Gerlach-like beam splitters
[17], and radiative polarization [18] also yield relatively
low currents. The low attainable electric currents noticeably
limit experiments with polarized beams [1–3] as well as the
flux and the brightness of the polarized photon and positron
beams attainable from polarized electron beams [6,7].
Here we put forward a method for generating polarized

electron beams with currents 4 orders of magnitude larger
than those attainable with currently existing methods. It
consists in the rapid electron polarization of a gas jet via
photodissociation by a circularly polarized UV laser pulse
followed by electron laser-wakefield acceleration by an
optical laser pulse. An illustration of our scheme is

displayed in Fig. 1. A tens of femtoseconds linearly
polarized optical laser pulse with hundreds mJ energy
and low intensity is divided into two pulses with a beam
splitter. One of the two pulses first passes through a grating

FIG. 1. (a) Schematic layout. The femtosecond (picosecond)
optical laser [brown (gray) stripe] and the UV laser (purple
stripe). BS, beam splitter; DL, delay line; DM, dichroic mirror;
GP, grating pair, BBO and KBBF crystals; λ=4, quarter-wave
plate. (b) The longitudinal plasma density profile nðxÞ. A density
bump centered at x1 is followed by a uniform density plasma for
x ≥ x2. The purple cylinder near the plasma density peak
indicates the electrons of the injection volume, and the brown
ellipsoid the optical laser pulse driving the wakefield. (c) Illus-
tration of the wake wave with its azimuthal magnetic field Bϕ.
Dashed black lines represent two possible trajectories of off-axis
electrons, and the dotted black arrows show the precession of
their spin; s0 is the initial spin.

PHYSICAL REVIEW LETTERS 122, 214801 (2019)

0031-9007=19=122(21)=214801(6) 214801-1 © 2019 American Physical Society

stage IV. First, the constantly increasing relativistic factor γ
significantly reduces the precession frequency [see Eq. (1a)].
Second, our simulations show that for t > tIII trapped
electrons are predominantly focused and confined around
the wakefield axis within a region of radius smaller than λ
[see Fig. 2(a)]. This results in a suppressed precession
frequency, since transverse fields around the axis are rela-
tively weak [see Eq. (2) below]. Third, trapped electrons
oscillate around the axis of the wakefield while accelerated
[see the dotted light blue lines in Fig. 2(a)], which results in a
change of the direction of ΩT ∝ Bϕ at each crossing of the
axis. Thus, ds=dt oscillates around zero, while hds=dti
averages out to zero.
In order to evaluate the electron beam depolarization, we

estimate the electron precession frequency during stage III.
Recalling that jΩaj ≪ jΩT j and taking the limit of slowly
varying frequency jdΩT=dtj ≪ jΩT j2, at the end of stage III
the x component of the spin of an electron initially directed
along the x axis is sx ≈ cos ½

R tIII
tII dtjΩTðtÞj$. The precession

frequency jΩTðtÞj decreases steadily from its maximum at
tII, where the injected electrons have γ ≈ 1 and a relatively
large r, which implies a larger BϕðrÞ [see Eq. (2) below],
to nearly zero at tIII [see the black curve in Fig. 2(d) for
t ≥ tIII]. For simplicity, in our analytical estimate we
assume a linear decrease of jΩTðtÞj from ΩTðtII; rÞ ≈
eBϕðrÞ=ð2mÞ at tII to zero at tIII for all the electrons of
the injection volume, which implies sxðrÞ ≈ cos ½jΩTðtII; rÞj
ðtIII − tIIÞ=2$. For a0 ≲ 1, the quasistatic azimuthal mag-
netic field in the wake is [31,32]
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p
$=f4½1 − nðx2Þ=nc$2g.

Owing to the cylindrical symmetry of Bϕ, the spin of
electrons with symmetric trajectories with respect to the
wakefield axis precesses symmetrically but in the opposite
direction in the plane orthogonal to Bϕ, as sketched in
Fig. 1(c). This symmetric precession implies a symmetric
spin spreading with hszi ≈ hsyi ≈ 0 [see Fig. 2(c)] together
with a decrease of hsxi [see Fig. 2(d)]. The EBP is therefore
obtained by integrating sxðrÞ over the electrons of the
cylindrical injection volume:

P ¼ hsxi ¼
2

R2
inj

Z
Rinj

0
sxðrÞrdr: ð3Þ

In order to carry out the integration in Eq. (3), an estimate
of Rinj is needed. Our simulations indicate that, even though
Rinj weakly depends on the laser intensity, the injection
volume radius is roughly Rinj ≈ w0=2 (see below).

Figure 3 displays the radial distribution of the injected
electrons dN=dr and the radius of the injection volume
[Fig. 3(a)], the sx distribution and the EBP from PIC
simulations (black circles) and from the analytical estima-
tion with Eqs. (2) and (3) [light blue curve in Fig. 3(b)], the
electric current I carried by the beam [Fig. 3(c)], and the
electron energy spectrum EdN=dE [Fig. 3(d)], where E is
the electron kinetic energy, at t ¼ 400τ as functions of laser
amplitude a0. In particular, Fig. 3(a) shows that the linear
increase in the number of injected particles around the axis
is followed by a sharp decrease of dN=dr around the
injection radius Rinj ≈ w0=2 [see Fig. 3(a)]. Note that the
number of electrons injected in the beam increases with
increasing a0, which is also manifest in the increase of the
electric current carried by the beam [see Fig. 3(c)].
However, the azimuthal magnetic field increases rapidly
with a0 [see Eq. (2)], such that an increase in a0 results also
in stronger depolarization [see Fig. 3(b)].
Figure 3 shows that, in the weakly nonlinear wakefield

regime, electron beams carrying currents of the order of
one kiloampere and retaining the IEP of the plasma can
be produced. The final EBP and current from 3D PIC
simulations with a0 ¼ ð1; 1.1; 1.2Þ are (90.6%, 73.9%,
53.5%) and (0.31,0.59,0.90) kA, respectively. The differ-
ence between the PIC simulation results and the prediction
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FIG. 3. (a) Radial distribution of the electrons of the injection
volume as a function of a0. The solid black line corresponds to
the radius of injection volume defined as the value of r at which
dN=dr drops to half its maximum. (b) EBP at t ¼ 400τ as a
function of a0. The light blue line corresponds to the estimation
with Eqs. (2) and (3) and Rinj ¼ w0=2. The black circles report
the EBP obtained from 3D PIC simulations. (c) Electric current
longitudinal distribution at t ¼ 400τ. The black circles corre-
spond to the peak of the current. (d) Energy spectra of the
generated electron beam at t ¼ 400τ driven by optical laser
pulses with a0 ¼ 1, 1.1, and 1.2.
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In our PIC simulations, we have chosen laser and plasma
parameters similar to those already obtained in experiments
with shock-front injection [26,47–49]. The plasma density
profile is shown in Fig. 1(b). A density bump centered at
x1 ¼ 50λ with peak density n1 ¼ 4 × 10−3nc is followed
by a plateau beginning at x2 ¼ 60λ and having uniform
density n2 ¼ 10−3nc, where nc ¼ ε0mω2=e2 is the critical
plasma density and λ ¼ 0.8 μm, τ ¼ λ=c, and ω ¼ 2π=τ
are the laser wavelength, period, and frequency, respec-
tively. At t ¼ 0, a laser pulse linearly polarized along the
y axis and propagating along the positive x axis enters
the simulation box from x ¼ 0 with the focus located at x1.
The laser pulse has Gaussian envelope a0 exp½−ðt − x=c−
2TlÞ2=T2

l − r2=w2
0%, where w0 ¼ 10λ, Tl ¼ 8τ, a0 ¼

eE0=mωc is the normalized laser field amplitude, and
E0 is the maximal laser field. A moving window was
employed, with a 150λðxÞ × 60λðyÞ × 60λðzÞ computa-
tional box and 3000ðxÞ × 450ðyÞ × 450ðzÞ grid points.
Figure 2 reports the evolution of the distribution of

trapped electrons for a laser pulse with a0 ¼ 1 as a function
of the radial coordinate r [Fig. 2(a)], of the relativistic factor γ
[Fig. 2(b)], and of the z [Fig. 2(c)] and x [Fig. 2(d)]

components of the electron spin s. In addition, the dotted
light blue lines in Fig. 2 display the evolution of three
electrons with initial coordinate y0 ¼ ð1; 2; 3Þλ. The evolu-
tion is divided into four stages. Stage I corresponds to
t ≤ tI ¼ x1=cþ 2Tl ¼ 66τ, i.e., the time before the laser
pulse peak reaches the injection volume, which is located
near the maximum of the density bump x1. In fact, after the
local plasma wavelength λpðxÞ reaches its minimum λpðx1Þ,
the density downramp leads to the expansion of the wake
with a decrease of the wake phase velocity, which results in
electron injection into the wakefield [26]. The injection
region ends before the uniform density plasma at x2,
i.e., when the local plasma wavelength reaches λpðx2Þ. In
our simulations, we trace all and only the electrons that
remain in the accelerating phase of the wake. The initial
region of trapped electrons constitutes the injection volume
with a radius Rinj ∝ w0 [48].
Stage II begins at tI, where the electrons of the injection

volume undergo a transient acceleration phase due both to
the laser and to the wake-wave fields, as shown in Figs. 2(a)
and 2(b). This transient phase lasts approximately one
plasma period corresponding to the local density at x1,
i.e., tII ¼ tI þ τpðx1Þ ≈ 82τ. During this stage, the electrons
of the injection volume move along the density downramp
with mildly relativistic velocity. Note that at tII the laser
pulse peak is at cðtII − 2TlÞ ≈ 66λ, i.e., well inside the
uniform plasma that starts at x2 ¼ 60λ, and that the
oscillatory dynamics driven by the laser and the wakefield
tends to restore the initial momentum and spin of electrons
[see Figs. 2(a)–2(d) at tII]. Also, note that the linearly
polarized laser pulse has its magnetic field directed along z,
such that it does not directly affect sz. Hence, the spreading
of the sz distribution for t > tI is determined by the azimuthal
magnetic field of the wake wave [see Fig. 2(c)].
Stage III starts at tII, where electron trapping with

acceleration and focusing inside the wakefield occurs, as
shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b). The simultaneous processes
of acceleration and focusing become manifest in the
decrease of the radius hri of the volume of the injected
electrons [see Fig. 2(a)] and in the increase of the electron
beam relativistic factor hγi [see Fig. 2(b)], respectively.
Here, brackets denote the statistical average over the
electrons of the injection volume. Simulations indicate
that the focusing time, i.e., the time needed by the electrons
of the injection volume to focus to the wake axis, is
approximately 2τpðx2Þ, which implies that stage III ends at
tIII ¼ tII þ 2τpðx2Þ ≈ 145τ (see Fig. 2). Note that electron
spin spreading occurs predominantly during stage III, i.e.,
between tII and tIII, such that one can estimate the electron
beam depolarization from the duration of stage III and from
the spin precession frequency during this stage (see below).
During stage IV (t > tIII), the energy of the electron

beam increases steadily, whereas the spin distribution and
beam polarization remain stable [see Figs. 2(c) and 2(d)].
Three factors determine the stability of the EBP during

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

FIG. 2. Injected electron distributions as a function of time in a
weakly nonlinear wake driven by an optical laser pulse with
a0 ¼ 1. (a) Radial coordinate, (b) relativistic factor, (c) the z
component of the spin, and (d) the x component of the spin. The
dotted light blue lines represent the evolution of three electrons
with initial coordinate y0 ¼ ð1; 2; 3Þλ. The solid black line shows
the evolution of the statistical average of the reported quantity
hYi, where Y ¼ ðr=λ; γ; sz; sxÞ in (a)–(d), respectively. The color
bar displays the scale of dN=dY.
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local plasma wavelength λpðxÞ reaches its minimum λpðx1Þ,
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with a decrease of the wake phase velocity, which results in
electron injection into the wakefield [26]. The injection
region ends before the uniform density plasma at x2,
i.e., when the local plasma wavelength reaches λpðx2Þ. In
our simulations, we trace all and only the electrons that
remain in the accelerating phase of the wake. The initial
region of trapped electrons constitutes the injection volume
with a radius Rinj ∝ w0 [48].
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the laser and to the wake-wave fields, as shown in Figs. 2(a)
and 2(b). This transient phase lasts approximately one
plasma period corresponding to the local density at x1,
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of the injection volume move along the density downramp
with mildly relativistic velocity. Note that at tII the laser
pulse peak is at cðtII − 2TlÞ ≈ 66λ, i.e., well inside the
uniform plasma that starts at x2 ¼ 60λ, and that the
oscillatory dynamics driven by the laser and the wakefield
tends to restore the initial momentum and spin of electrons
[see Figs. 2(a)–2(d) at tII]. Also, note that the linearly
polarized laser pulse has its magnetic field directed along z,
such that it does not directly affect sz. Hence, the spreading
of the sz distribution for t > tI is determined by the azimuthal
magnetic field of the wake wave [see Fig. 2(c)].
Stage III starts at tII, where electron trapping with

acceleration and focusing inside the wakefield occurs, as
shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b). The simultaneous processes
of acceleration and focusing become manifest in the
decrease of the radius hri of the volume of the injected
electrons [see Fig. 2(a)] and in the increase of the electron
beam relativistic factor hγi [see Fig. 2(b)], respectively.
Here, brackets denote the statistical average over the
electrons of the injection volume. Simulations indicate
that the focusing time, i.e., the time needed by the electrons
of the injection volume to focus to the wake axis, is
approximately 2τpðx2Þ, which implies that stage III ends at
tIII ¼ tII þ 2τpðx2Þ ≈ 145τ (see Fig. 2). Note that electron
spin spreading occurs predominantly during stage III, i.e.,
between tII and tIII, such that one can estimate the electron
beam depolarization from the duration of stage III and from
the spin precession frequency during this stage (see below).
During stage IV (t > tIII), the energy of the electron

beam increases steadily, whereas the spin distribution and
beam polarization remain stable [see Figs. 2(c) and 2(d)].
Three factors determine the stability of the EBP during
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FIG. 2. Injected electron distributions as a function of time in a
weakly nonlinear wake driven by an optical laser pulse with
a0 ¼ 1. (a) Radial coordinate, (b) relativistic factor, (c) the z
component of the spin, and (d) the x component of the spin. The
dotted light blue lines represent the evolution of three electrons
with initial coordinate y0 ¼ ð1; 2; 3Þλ. The solid black line shows
the evolution of the statistical average of the reported quantity
hYi, where Y ¼ ðr=λ; γ; sz; sxÞ in (a)–(d), respectively. The color
bar displays the scale of dN=dY.
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Extreme sensitivity to bubble symmetry can lead to unpracticalities

New J. Phys. 24 (2022) 083047 H C Fan et al

Figure 1. (a1)–(a3) Trajectories (purple dots) and the spin (arrows) orientation of typical electrons in case 1 (η = 0.91), case 2
(η = 1.00) and case 3 (η = 1.09), respectively. Initially, the electron located at the front of bubble and the spin is aligned with the
propagation direction of laser. The color of arrows indicates the electron energy. (b1)–(b3) The electron trajectories of sx and sy .
(c1)–(c3) The distribution of initial direction (sx) and perpendicular direction (sy) for electron spin as a function of initial
position y0 at the end of acceleration stage. The dot color indicates the electron energy, and the injected electrons (γ > 50) are
denoted as red dots. The radii of bubble (R⊥ and R∥) are obtained from PIC simulation, and the electron densities are
n0 = 0.011nc, n0 = 0.0135nc and n0 = 0.017nc respectively. The laser spot size, duration and intensity are: w0 = 10λ, τ = 21 fs
and a0 = 20.

During the fourth stage t > tIII the electrons remain in the acceleration phase and oscillate around
the laser axis. The sx and sy values oscillate around their values at t = tIII, as shown in the inset of
figures 1(b1)–(b3). Compared to the strong precession during the earlier stages, this spin variation can be
ignored. This means that the spin procession for electrons mainly occurs during self-injection, and does not
change significantly thereafter in the acceleration stage, and this result is consistent with the study of Wen
et al [13]. When the electron arrives at the centre of bubble, the acceleration process is terminated and the
spin direction is similar to its value at t = tIII, as revealed as insets of figures 1(b1)–(b3). At this time, the
final spin orientation is forward in case 1 (η < 1), case 2 (η = 1) and backward in case 3 (η > 1). We can
thus conclude that the spin precession is strongly affected by the bubble geometry. Moreover, during the
electron injection, the clockwise spin rotation during the second stage is partly balanced by the
counter-clockwise rotation of stage three. As a consequence, a particular ellipsoidal bubble shape can be
chosen for which the electron spins can be restored to their initial orientation at t = tIII and maintain
dynamic stability over the acceleration phase.

The net polarization of a particle beam is defined as P =
√
⟨sx⟩2 + ⟨sy⟩2 + ⟨sz⟩2, where ⟨si⟩ is the average

value in each direction. This definition is a statistical average for an electron bunch. An accelerated electron
beam can be mimicked by changing the initial position y0 for a set of test particles. The trapping
cross-section has been studied using the same method in a previous study [45]. The distributions of sx and
sy as a function of initial position y0 at the end of acceleration stage are displayed in the figures 1(c1)–(c3).
The electrons are also distinguished according to their final energy, denoted by the color scale. In 3D
geometry, the injected electrons (γ > 50) are distributed in a ring. The accelerated electrons (red dots) are
distributed from rmin to rmax in these three cases, which means that the electron charge is affected by the
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Figure 3. (a) Evolution of ⟨sx⟩ for an accelerated electron beam in the bubble regime with different shapes (η). (b) Dependence
of ⟨sx⟩ at the end of the acceleration phase as a function of bubble geometry (η) with different laser intensity. The other laser
parameters are same as in figure 2. (c) sx and sy as a function of y0 at the end of acceleration stage for n0 = 0.020nc, η = 1.04 and
a a0 = 30 laser pulse. The electron energy is indicated by the dot colors.

Figure 4. Evolution of the total spin precession frequency ΩT (black line), term ΩB (blue line), term ΩE (red line), term Ωvx ·Ey
of ΩE caused by vx · Ey (lightblue dashed), and term Ω−vy ·Ex of ΩE caused by −v y · Ex (sea-green dashed) for a typical electron
in the bubble with different geometry (a) η = 0.91 (case 1 in figure 1), (b)η = 1.04 (case in figure 3(c)) and (c) η = 1.09 (case 3
in figure 1), respectively.

parameters were the same as in figure 1. The data of bubble geometry were substituted in the single electron
dynamic simulations. The evolution curves of ⟨sx⟩ with time are shown in figure 3(a). Here, bubbles with
six typical aspect ratios (η) were selected. We found that the ⟨sx⟩ of the electron bunch first decreases then
increases in every case, which is similar to the spin dynamics of a single electron—figure 1. When η
increases from 0.86 to 0.91, ⟨sx⟩ decreases. When η > 1, ⟨sx⟩ also decreases with increasing η and even goes
negative in an oblate spheroidal bubble. Its value is maximized in a spherical bubble (η = 1) compared with
the two cases with η = 0.91 and η = 1.09. This means that the polarization of an accelerated electron
bunch can be preserved when the bubble shape is nearly spherical.

In order to check the persistence of this phenomenon, further 2.5D PIC simulations were carried out for
different laser parameters. The dependence of ⟨sx⟩ on the various aspect ratios η after acceleration with laser
intensities a0 = 15, 20, 30 are presented in figure 3(b). It is found that when the bubble is nearly spherical,
the electron-beam depolarization is always minimal. It can even be zero as shown in figure 3(c), where
n0 = 0.20nc, a0 = 30 and η = 1.04, respectively. In the case of a0 ! 20, the value of ⟨sx⟩ is negatively
correlated with η when η < 0.9, which arises from the smaller number of electrons injected into the bubble.

Finally, the mechanisms governing the spin dynamics in the bubble fields are considered. In figure 4 the
evolution of the rotation frequency is analysed for three cases: (a) η = 0.91 (case 1 in figure 1), (b) η = 1.04
(case in figure 3(c)), where ⟨sx⟩ = 0.99; (c) η = 1.09 (case 3 in figure 1). The terms of equation (3) are
separated into ΩE and ΩB for studying their individual contributions to the rotation frequency. Note that
|Ωa| ≪ |ΩT|, and that ΩT (solid black line) can be divided to ΩB = eBz/meγ (solid blue line) and
ΩE = −e(v × E)/[me(γ + 1)c2] (solid red line).

During the second stage (tI < t < tII), the electrons located near (ξ ≈ 0, y ≈ r⊥) mainly feel Ey and Bz

as given in equation (2). Then, ΩBz and the vx · Ey term in ΩE make the largest contribution to ΩT. Since
the electrons cannot obtain enough energy, this results in |ΩBz | > |ΩE| and the spins rotate clockwise.
Assuming a bubble velocity vb = 1, we obtain Bz ∝ (η2 y)/4 and Ey ∝ [(2 − η2)y]/4, based on
equation (2). With increasing of η, Bz increases and Ey decreases, then ΩT increases. Meanwhile, the
electrons stay longer in this phase, which allows the contribution of Bz to dominate with increasing η, and
the degree of clockwise rotation for electron spin is positively correlated with η.
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A lot of spin rotation during injection!
Very sensitive to bubble shape 
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Short density ramps still needed, generating exotically-shaped electron beams 

In LWFA, one usually hasB∼Bf,Er∼−Bf and v∼vx [47, 49], whereBf is the azimuthalmagnetic field
within the bubble. Considering γ∼1?ae during the injection (seefigure 3(a)), the spin precession frequency
from equation (2) takes the simplified formΩ≈eBf(2+βx)/2mef. To solve the equation for each particle, we
separate the spin vectors s into the component parallel toΩwith s//=(s·ef)ef and perpendicular toΩwith
s⊥=(s·er)er. From the initial condition s0=ez, one acquires evolution of the spin vector as
s=(ez·ef)ef+cos(Δθs)(ez·er)er+sin(Δθs)(ez·er)ex. Here ex, er and ef are normalized base vectors in
cylindrical coordinates, the rotation angleΔθs≈〈Ω〉Δt depends on the time averaged precession frequency
and the precession durationΔt. Then the beampolarization in each direction follows
Px=1/N∑sin(Δθs)(ez·er)=0,Py=1/N∑(ez·ef)(ey·ef)+cos(Δθs)(ez·er)(ey·er)=0 and
Pz=1/N∑(ez·ef)2+cos(Δθs) (ez·er)2=[1+∑cos(Δθs)/N]/2, i.e. the polarization component is
mainly along the z direction.

The above analysis shows that the spin procession is strongly related to the azimuthalmagnetic field.We
averagedBf over the trapped electron region and display its values in the y–z plane during injection infigure 4.
For the LG case (figure 4(a)),Bf is anticlockwise in the near axis region (−5 μm<r<5 μm), decays to zero as
the radius increases, and changes to clockwise in the outer region. Differently, theBf field for theGaussian laser
is clockwise in thewhole displayed area and gradually declines (figure 4(c)). One sees that the peakmagnetic field

Figure 3.Results for trapped electrons located in bubblewake. Displayed are the evolution for (a) polarization (solid lines) and
electron relativistic factor γ (averaged, dashed lines), (b) the sz distribution and (c) energy spectrum. Red and blue colors represent the
LG andGaussian laser beams.

Figure 4.Color-map of the averaged azimuthalmagneticfieldBf and current density along the xdirection Jxduring injection in the
trapping region in the y–z plane for the LG case (a) and (b) and for theGaussian case (c) and (d). Cyan arrows show the directions and
amplitudes of the averagedBf. The averagedBf and Jx as a function of the radius r y z2 2= + (e) and the longitudinal electric field
Ex as a function of x-ct (f).
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4. Results and theoretical analysis

The acceleration processes for both lasermodes are illustrated infigure 2, at the same peak intensity of
8.6×1018W cm−2 and pulse duration of 21.4 fs. The ordinary Gaussian beamdrives a bubblewakefield that
traps local electrons due to the decreasing phase velocity in the plasma density bump [47]. A cylindrical electron
bunch is formed in the bubble center, as depicted infigures 2(c) and (d). The spins of the injected electrons are
well aligned in the same direction at 75T0However, at a later stage of 150T0 the spin orientations are strongly
diverged at different positions. Averaging the spin projections onto the z axis, onefinds that the overall
polarization is vanishing, i.e. the electron beam is depolarized.

To better understand the spin dynamics of electrons, we count all electrons injected into the bubble and
calculate the polarizationwith P P P Px y z

2 2 2= + + where P s N
i iå=a a / and the averaged relativistic

factor N
i iåg g= / at each interaction time. As illustrated infigure 3(a), the beampolarization barely changes

when interactingwith the laser field (50–65T0) since the initial spin directions are parallel/anti-parallel to laser
magnetic field (along the+/−z axis). The polarization decreases significantly with γ varying slowly and then
followed by steady acceleration of electronswhere the polarization is almost constant. The former,
corresponding to the injection phase of LWFA, is when themajor depolarization happens. Along the simulation,
onefinds that the polarization ismaintained at a very high level (∼88%) for the LG case, while the one for the
Gaussian beam is only about 30%.

To further illustrate the polarization variation depending on the driving laser geometry, the evolution of the
transverse spin component sz is shown infigure 3(b). During the interaction, the spins dilute towards the sz=–1
end for theGaussian pulse, whilemost trapped electrons accumulate at sz=1 for the LG laser. From the energy
spectra infigure 3(c)we see that, while the cutoff and peak energies aremarginally smaller for the LG case, the
total number of electrons is significantly higher than that for theGaussian beam. This generates an enormous
electron-beam flux. For instance, the peak current of the LG case reaches 20 kA (polarization∼88%), about 4
times larger than in theGaussian case (5 kA, polarization<30%). The boosted bunch charge or the peak flux
benefits from the new geometry of the LG-laser-drivenwakefield. The vortex beamproduces a donut-shaped
electron bunch in the vicinity of r0±!r/2, as compared to a cylinder-like beamof radius!r for theGaussian
driver, corresponding to a cross-section area of 2πr0!r andπ!r2, respectively. For a simple estimation, we use
!r∼a1/2λp(xp)/π∼4 μm [30, 48–50] as the bunch radius of the trapped electrons and r0=w0/ 2 ≈7 μm
as the center of the trapped region for the LG case [48, 49]. Accordingly, the peak-current ratio between the LG
and theGaussian case is about 2r0/!r∼3.5, a factor that is well reproduced in simulations.

Figure 2.Electron density and laserfield distributions (iso-surface)with a=eEy/mωc=2 and xf =250λ at 75T0 and 150T0 for the
LG laser (a) and (b) and for theGaussian laser (c) and (d). The black arrows denote the electron spin directions. The electron density is
projected onto the x–y (at z=0) and y–z planes, while the laser electricfield is projected onto the x–zplane (at y=0). For the LG
laser, we choosew0=12.5λ. TheGaussian beam also has a beam radius of 12.5λ. Therefore at the same laser amplitude, the pulse
energy of the former is 2.7 times of that for the latter.
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Vortex beam

In what follows, al ¼ ω=ωp, unless explicitly stated, and
the electric and magnetic fields are normalized by
e=ðmecωÞ and e=ðmeωÞ, respectively, with ω the laser
frequency. By analogy to the donut wake driven by a
Laguerre-Gaussian laser [61], components of the sphe-
rical bubble field are EW

r ¼ kpðr − rmÞ=4al, BW
ϕ ¼

−kpðr − rmÞ=4al, and EW
x ¼ kpðx − rb − vbtÞ=2al, where

rm ≃ w0=
ffiffiffi
2

p
, rb ≃ 2

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
a⊥

p
, with a transverse laser vector

potential a⊥ and a bubble velocity vb. For a bubble sheath
electron with spin vector s ¼ ðsr; sϕ; sxÞ in cylindrical
coordinates, irrespective of the Sokolov-Ternov effect
(∼ms scale in our model) [59] and the negligible Stern-
Gerlach force in LWFA [62], the spin precession can be
described by the Thomas-Bargmann-Michel-Telegdi
(TBMT) equation [63] ds=dt ¼ Ω × s ¼ ðΩT þΩaÞ × s,
where Ωa ¼ a½B − ðγe=γe þ 1Þβðβ × BÞ − β × E&, with
the anomalous magnetic moment of the electron
a ≈ 1.16 × 10−3, and ΩT ¼ ðB=γeÞ − ð1=ðγe þ 1ÞÞβ × E.
Recall that jΩaj ≪ jΩT j, ΩI

T ≃ BW
ϕ ϕ̂=γe dominates the spin

precession of a wakefield electron during the injection
stage, and ΩII

T ≃ ðBW
ϕ − EW

r Þϕ̂=γe ¼ −FW;⊥ϕ̂=γe domi-
nates during the acceleration stage [35,36,40]. In the
laser-modulated wakefield, the spin precession of a sheath
electron is also influenced by BL

ϕ and displays oscillatory
precession in each optical cycle. Qualitatively, BW

ϕ causes
the net precession and BL

ϕ causes the change of precession
direction at the end of the injection stage, resulting in the
laser-assisted spin precession of a sheath electron and
reversal of the spin vector; see in Fig. 1(b).
The laser-assisted spin precession can be elucidated by

resorting to the TBMT equation, using the spherical bubble
fields. Variation of the ratio jΩT j=ωβ with the plasma
density, for different values ofw0, is shown in Fig. 1(c), top.
Note that jΩT j can be comparable to the betatron frequency
ωβ in the bubble wakefield. The critical jΩT j=ωβ ¼ 1
means that the spin precession and betatron oscillation
are synchronous, causing s to reverse direction as a sheath
electron slips back to the bottom of the bubble, and the
depolarization increases linearly with density. To distin-
guish this from the case of the wakefield [35,36,40], the
laser-assisted precession frequencies are denoted by Ω0I

T ≃
ðBL

ϕ þ BW
ϕ Þϕ̂=γe and Ω0II

T ≃ ðFW;⊥ þ FL;⊥Þϕ̂=γe, corre-
sponding to the injection and acceleration stages, respec-
tively, of the laser-modulated wakefield, with
FL;⊥ ¼ EL

r − BL
ϕ resulting from employing the RPL fields

beyond the paraxial approximation. Calculations, employ-
ing sx ¼ cos ðjΩ0I

T jτβ=2Þ, indicate that the net precession,

FIG. 3. (a) Transverse and longitudinal density distributions of
injected electron bunches at a propagation time t ¼ 160T0, and
the laser’s longitudinal electric field EL

x is mapped on the
propagation plane. (b) Phase-space distribution of one beam of
the triplet bunch [shown inside a dotted ellipse in (a)] with the
energy spectrum and current distribution. (c) Temporal evolution
of polarization for the triplet bunch (PT ) and one of its component
beams (PT1).

FIG. 2. Snapshot at a propagation time t ¼ 52T0 of the plasma
density ne (gray) with (a) the transverse electric fields Ey and
(b) the longitudinal electric field Ex, superimposed upon it. The
injection region is indicated within a dashed rectangle and
structure of the wakes is indicated by solid and dashed lines.
(c) 3D plasma density with the projection of injected electrons on
the y–z plane. Transverse distributions of normalized current
density Jx and longitudinal velocity βx are sliced at the dash-lined
position of (a). (d) Sheath electrons with the spin directions
(green arrows) before and after injection.

PHYSICAL REVIEW LETTERS 132, 045001 (2024)

045001-3
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Colliding pulse injection

14

Stochastic heating in the lasers’ interaction region gives electrons residual longitudinal momentum

Malka, Phys. Plasmas 19 055501 (2012)

a0 a1

Malka, Phys. Plasmas 19 055501 (2012)

Esarey et al, PRL 79, 2682 (1997) 
Faure et al, Nature 444, 737 (2006) 
Malka et al, Phys Plasmas 16, 056703 (2009) 
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Colliding pulse injection creates high-current polarised beams

15

Control over the driver and collider laser enables balancing charge and polarisation degree

> Without any optimisation, can get

> Highly polarised (>90%) beams 

> Sub-micron emittance

> 6kA with 80% polarisation

> Charge and polarisation 
interdependent

> Extra charge injected with lowered 
polarisation

Gong et al, MRE 8, 064005 (2023) 
Bohlen et al, PRR 5, 033205 (2023)
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Colliding pulse scheme is highly optimisable

16

High amount of easily controllable degrees of freedom enable precision tuning and optimisation

Bohlen et al, PRR 5, 033205 (2023)
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Acceleration of polarised electron beams

17

Plasma can in principle preserve spin-polarisation at high energies

> Early work shows low depolarisation in a long plasma 
stage
> Reduced analytic model

> Overall, small beam at e.g. HALHF is good!
> But many effects must be examined

> Ion motion!
> Self-fields!
> Asymmetric emittance!
> Jitters!

> TBMT now in FBPIC and HiPACE++
> HALHF-relevant simulations running…

Tracking sims of 1 LPA stage(1) 
ne = 2.4 x 1015 cm-3  
Einitial = 4.7 GeV/m 

 = 50 um 
 = 20 um 
 = 10 um 

 = 30 GeV 
no beam loading

ϵx
ϵy
σr

γ0mec2

Vieira et al, Phys Rev STAB 14, 071303 (2011)
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Plasma-based polarised electrons beams are possible

18

Colliding pulse injection is a realistic pathway to polarised laser-plasma accelerators

> Plasma-based polarised electron sources possible 
based on pre-polarisation technique 

> Colliding pulse injection enables 
> High polarisation & beam quality 
> Wide tunability and many tuning knobs for 

optimisation 
> Preliminary simulation studies of O(100m) plasmas 

ongoing

Top view Top view
Dissociation 
laser

Alignment 
laser
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